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ក្នុងប្រទេស (In Cambodia)

សទងខេ្រព័ត៌មានសខំាន់ៗអំពីវិសយ័បសរូវអង្ករប្រចាសំប្តា ហ ៍ (Rice News Briefing)

តម្លៃស្រូវនៅក្្ពុជានៅតតមានតម្លៃល្អ 
Paddy prices in Cambodia still good

Rasmei News: 04 May 2021

សហព័ន្ធសសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជាបានអះអាងថាតមមលៃសសរូវសសើមសៅវាលសសសតាមតំបន់មួយចំនួនកាលពើម្ងៃទើ៣
សែឧសភាឆ្នា ំ២០២១សៅសតមានតំមលល្អសបសសើរ។

សបភពដសដលបានឲ្យដឹងថាតមមលៃសសរូវសសើមសៅសែត្តកំពង់ធំមានតមមលៃពើ៨៥០សរៀលសៅ៩00សរៀល
សៅកនាពុងមួយគើឡូសកាម។សបភពដសដលបានបន្តសទៀតថាសោយសឡកតមមលៃសសរូវសៅសែត្តបាត់ដំបងវញិគឺមាន
តមមលៃពើ៩៥០សរៀលសៅកនាពុងមួយគើឡូសៅ១០៥0សរៀល។(Readmore)
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បញ្ហា នោគោតតបាតកូវដី១៩ បានន្វើឱ្យខាតបងន់្ដ្ឋកិច្ចនោយចាបន់្តើ្ពីវ ិ្ ័យកាតន់ដរ 
The pandemic so far – Taking stock of economic losses, starting 
with the garment sector
Phnom Penh Post: 07 May 2021 

ទំព័រទើ១(Page1)

The latest wave is sweeping through the Kingdom’s society and key economic sectors, thwarting 
growth just as it was on recovery mode

“We are still evaluating [economic losses],” was the brief yet grim answer Meas Soksensan, 
Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF) spokesman offered as anxiety gripped key economic 
sectors in the latest wave of Covid-19 infections.  (Read more)

អនតារជាតិ(International)

កូសរ េខាងត្ូង(SouthKorea)

សបនទ្កូនរ េខាងត្ូងនដញម្លៃទិញអង្ករចំនួន ១៣៤ ៩៩៤ នោន 
South Korea tenders to buy 134,994 tonnes of rice
Business Recorder: 05 May 2021

HAMBURG: South Korea’s state-backed Agro-Fisheries & Food Trade Corp has issued an 
international tender to purchase an estimated 134,994 tonnes of rice, European traders said on 
Tuesday.

Various consignments are sought sourced individually from Vietnam, China, the United States 
and Australia. The time limit for registration of price offers is May 13, they said. The tender 
seeks rice non-glutinous brown and milled rice of various grades. Of the total, 22,222 tonnes is 
sought from the United States, about 50,000 tonnes from China and the rest from Vietnam and 
Australia.  (Read more)

https://www.rasmeinews.com/archives/472745
https://www.phnompenhpost.com/special-reports/pandemic-so-far-taking-stock-economic-losses-starting-garment-sector
https://www.brecorder.com/news/40090291/south-korea-tenders-to-buy-134994-tonnes-of-rice
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ការនានំចញអង្ករបានធ្លៃ កច់ពុះនៅសតីមា្ទី១ 
Rice exports plunge in Q1

Bangkok Post: 05 May 2021 

Thailand saw its rice exports dive 23% in the first quarter year-on-year to 1.13 million tonnes 
because of higher prices than competitors.

Export value from January to March dropped to 21.8 billion baht, down 23.6% from the same 
period last year, said Charoen Laothammatas, president of the Thai Rice Exporters Association. 
Factors behind the high rice prices include the strong baht, higher freight costs (Read more)

ម្(Thailand)

បង់កាលៃ សដស(Bangladesh)

អង្ករចំហពុយ ៥្ពុនឺនោន រប្់ឥណ្ឌា  សតរូវបាននាចូំលោ្្លៃូវតដកជានលើកដំបូង
50,000 tonnes of Indian boiled rice being imported via railway for the first time

The Daily Star: 05 May 2021 

Bangladesh government will import 50,000 tonnes of boiled rice from India through railway 
for the first time.

Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs and Purchase approved the proposal at a meeting 
chaired by Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal today. After the meeting, Shahida Akhter, 
additional secretary of the Cabinet Division, briefed reporters virtually. Shahida (Read more)

សវៀតណាម(Vietnam)

PAN Group បានទទួល្ិទ្ិកនាពុងការការពារអតត្ញ្ញា ណពាណិជ្ជក្្មអង្ករមាេ ក ST24 និង ST25 
នៅកនាពុងទី្សារអនតរជាតិ
PAN Group entrusted with protection of ST24 and ST25 rice trademarks in int’l markets

Vietnam Plus: 05 May 2021 

Hanoi (VNA) - The PAN Group has been authorised to register ownership rights for the ST24 
and ST25 rice varieties in foreign markets and protect related trademarks.

An agreement to this effect was signed recently by the group and Ho Quang Tri, the family 
enterprise of farmer-scientist Ho Quang Cua - the creator of the two rice varieties. Under the 
agreement, the PAN Group will take appropriate deterrent and protection action (Read more)

ទំព័រទើ២(Page2)

នាយកោ្ឋ ន្ហរដ្ឋអាន្រកិ៖ នវៀតណ្្អាចនឹងបនតកាលៃ យជាអនាកនានំចញអង្ករកំពូលនលខ២នលើពិភពនោក  
Vietnam would continue to be world’s second largest rice exporter: US department

Nhan Dan: 05 May 2021 
NDO/VNA – The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) has forecast that Vietnam would 
maintain its position as the world’s second biggest rice exporter this year.

According to the department, Vietnam will export 6.4 million tonnes of rice in 2011, an 
increase of 233,000 tonnes compared the volume recorded in the previous year. It is likely that 
India will remain the largest rice exporter in the world, with 15.5 million tonnes rice shipped 
abroad this year. Thailand will rank third with an estimated export volume (Read more)

នតើកាលីហវ័រញេ ន្វើយេ ងដូចន្តចនដើ្្បីនង្កើតការ្លិតស្រូវអង្ករសបកបនោយនិរនតរភាព 
How California is making rice farming sustainable

The Grocer: 05 May 2021 
សហរដ្ឋអាសមរកិ(USA)

សវៀតណាម(Vietnam)

Climate impact is becoming ever more important. And in California where increased tempera-
tures, declining water supply, and more frequent wildfires persist, it’s a visceral issue. Cali-
fornian rice business Sun Valley Rice tackles the challenge of maintaining production while 
protecting the environment. 

California’s Sacramento River Delta is among the most fertile agricultural regions in the world. 
The delta’s rich soil, optimal growing temperatures, (Read more)

https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2110431/rice-exports-plunge-in-q1#:~:text=Thailand%20saw%20its%20rice%20exports,of%20higher%20prices%20than%20competitors
https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/50000-tonnes-indian-boiled-rice-being-imported-railway-the-first-time-2088693
https://en.vietnamplus.vn/pan-group-entrusted-with-protection-of-st24-and-st25-rice-trademarks-in-intl-markets/201047.vnp
https://en.nhandan.org.vn/business/item/9861302-vietnam-would-continue-to-be-world%E2%80%99s-second-largest-rice-exporter-us-department.html
https://www.thegrocer.co.uk/promotional-features/how-california-is-making-rice-farming-sustainable/655733.article
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ចិននឹងន្វើឱ្យមានលំនឹង្លិតក្្មសរាប់្ ញញាជាតិ នដើ្្ធី្នាននូវ ព្ុវត្ិភាពន្្ៀងអាហារ
China to stabilize grain production, ensure food security
Bangkok Post: 05 May 2021 

BEIJING, May 6 (Xinhua) -- China will further promote stable grain production and step up its ability to ensure food security, a State Council 
executive meeting chaired by Premier Li Keqiang decided on Thursday.

Thanks to a succession of bumper harvests in recent years, the country has enjoyed ample supply of major agricultural products and ensured 
basic self-sufficiency in cereal grains and absolute grain security. (Read more)

ចិន(China)

ការនានំចញអង្កររប្់នវៀតណ្្នៅចិន ហកន់�ើងខ្្់ដូចរ េពុកតកត  
Vietnamese rice exports to China skyrocket

VOV: 06 May 2021 

According to data given by the Chinese General Administration of Customs, the Asian giant 
imported a total of 910,000 tonnes of rice worth US$434.15 million over the first two months 
of the year, representing a sharp increase of 203.3% in volume and a rise of 180.6% in value 
compared to the same period from last year.

Of the total, Vietnamese rice exports to China surged by 206.3% against last year’s (Read more)

ពិភពសោក(World)

អង្ករគឺជាសរាប់្ ញញាជាតិ្យួតដលជួយ�ន្វើឱ្យវបិតតិន្្ៀងអាហាររប្់្កលនោកមានភាពសបន ើ្រន�ើង 

Rice, the one Grain Is Keeping World’s Food Crisis From Getting Worse

Bloomberg: 07 May 2021 

As skyrocketing crop prices fuel fears about soaring food costs and hunger around the globe, 
one of the world’s most consumed staples is bucking the trend and warding off a broader food 
crisis at least for now.

Rice is the predominant source of nourishment each day for more than 3 billion people, and yet 
it hasn’t rallied anything like other agricultural commodities from corn to soy (Read more)

្យីេ នម់ាេ  រកចំណូលបាន៩២ោនដពុោលៃ រពីការនានំចញអង្ករោ្សពំតដន កនាពុងឆ្នា ២ំ០១៩-២០២០  
Myanmar earned 92 million from border rice export in 2019-2020 FY
Eleven Myanmar: 09 May 2021 

Myanmar has earned US$ 92 million from border rice export in the 2019-2020 financial year and it is nearly 50 percent declined compared with 
previous year according to the Ministry of Planning  and Finance.

From border trade, Myanmar earned US$ 92 million from rice export and US$ 33.75 million from broken rice export. In 2018-2019 FY, rice ex-
port from border trade earned US$ 183.25 million and from broken rice export, US$ 8.81 million. Compared with two fiscal years, 49.80 percent 
decline in 2019-2920 FY for rice export and  283 percent more in 2019-2020 FY for broken rice export. (Read more)

ពូជស្រូវតដលបានបង្្ក ត់្ ្មី ទទួលបាននូវទិននា្លខ្្់គួរឱ្យកត់្ មាគា ល់នៅភាគខាងត្ូងសបនទ្ចិន 
New super hybrid rice variant delivers record high yield in South China

Global Times: 10 May 2021

មើយេ ន់មាេ (Myanmar)

A new super hybrid rice variant, named as Chaoyouqianhao, recorded a yield of more than one 
ton per mu (0.165 acres) in South China’s Hainan Province, local media reported.

Yields from three sample areas were collected, averaging at 1,004.83 kilograms per mu, ex-
ceeding the expected 900 kilograms. The hybrid rice breed is part of a project to achieve super 
high yield of 1500 kilogram per mu in two farming seasons, which has six experiment fields in 
Hainan. (Read more)

សវៀតណាម(Vietnam)

ចិន(China)

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2021-05/06/c_139928874.htm#:~:text=BEIJING%2C%20May%206%20(Xinhua),Li%20Keqiang%20decided%20on%20Thursday.&text=Annual%20grain%20output%20should%20remain,this%20year%2C%22%20Li%20said
https://vov.vn/en/economy/vietnamese-rice-exports-to-china-skyrocket-855488.vov
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-05-06/one-grain-is-keeping-the-world-s-food-crisis-from-getting-worse
https://elevenmyanmar.com/news/myanmar-earned-92-million-from-border-rice-export-in-2019-2020-fy#:~:text=Myanmar%20has%20earned%20US%24%2092,million%20from%20broken%20rice%20export
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202105/1223050.shtml#:~:text=A%20new%20super%20hybrid%20rice,exceeding%20the%20expected%20900%20kilograms
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ឥណ្ឌា សតរូវបាននគន្ើលន�ើញថា កំពពុងរកសាតម្លៃអង្ករ្កលជា្យួនឹងការនានំចញខ្្់បំ ព្ុត
India seen keeping lid on global rice prices with record exports

Business Line: 12 May 2021 
Country’s rice production is increasing to an all-time high of 120.3 million tonnes in the year 
ending June. 

India, the world’s biggest rice exporter, is heading for record shipments this year that will help 
to keep rising food prices in check, according to the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture 
Organization(FAO). (Read more)

ឥណាឌា (India)

ការនានំចញអង្ករនសរៅពីសបនភទ Basmati  ធ្លៃ កច់ពុះនៅកនាពុងឆ្នា ២ំ០២១ នោយសារតតតស្រូវការ្កលនោក និងតម្លៃ  
Non-basmati rice exports surge in FY21 due to global demand, savvy pricing
Business Standard: 12 May 2021

Amid the gloom surrounding the India economy due to the second Covid-19 wave, one area that has done commendably well in the farm sector 
is the export of non-basmati rice. While basmati exports have traditionally been India’s forte, of late the non-basmati varieties have also picked 
up and financial year 2020-21 has been a stellar one for them.

Data sourced from the department of commerce shows that in FY21, non-basmati rice exports totaled around $4800 million, up 136.11 per cent 
over the same period last year.  (Read more)

Rice Inc មាននរាលបំណងន្វើឱ្យសបន ើ្រន�ើងនូវនិរនតរភាពកនាពុងការន្វើតស្ោ្រយៈ “បដិវតតស្រូវ” 
Rice Inc Aims to Improve Sustainability In Rice Farming Through The ‘Rice Revolution’

Asia Tatler: 12 May 2021 

From installing rice-dryers in Myanmar to starting their own brand of rice, Lincoln Lee, Kisum 
Chan, Zheyi Chia and Jonathan Ong speak to us about their award-winning social enterprise, 
Rice Inc. Have you ever heard anyone compare growing rice grains to ageing whisky or 
harvesting truffles? Rice Inc believes that the best-tasting rice come from empowered farmers, 
which is why they reinvest 20 per cent of all profits back into global sustainable rice initiatives. 
(Read more)

ហវីលីពីនកាលៃ យជាទី្សារនានំចញ្ំបំ ព្ុត្សមាបអ់ង្ករនវៀតណ្្
Philippines becomes largest export market for Vietnamese rice

VOV: 12 May 2021 
VOV.VN - Vietnam raked in US$1.01 billion from exporting 1.9 million tonnes of rice during 
the opening four months of the year, with the Philippines becoming the country’s largest con-
sumer, according to the Agro Processing and Market Development Authority. 

This figure represents a decrease of 10.8% in volume, although it has climbed by 1.2% in value 
compared to the same period from last year. (Read more)

ចំណូលនាចូំលអង្ករឈានដល់ P5.67B  
Rice import revenues hit P5.67B

Manila Times: 12 May 2021 
ហ្ើលើពើន(Philippines)

សវៀតណាម(Vietnam)

Government revenues from tariff imposed on imported rice reached P5.67 billion in January to April 2021, a 3.7-percent increase from P5.46 
billion recorded in the same period a year ago, the Department of Finance said on Tuesday.

Based on the report by Customs Commissioner Rey Leonardo Guerrero to Finance Secretary Carlos Dominguez 3rd, a total of 804,360 metric 
tons (MT) of rice shipments worth P17 billion entered the country, translating a 9.2-percent decline from the 885,645
MT valued at P16.4 billion that were imported during the same period in 2020. (Read more)

ឥណាឌា (India)

មើយេ ន់មាេ (Myanmar)

ទំព័រទើ៤(Page4)

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/markets/commodities/india-seen-keeping-lid-on-global-rice-prices-with-record-exports/article34539550.ece
https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/non-basmati-rice-exports-surge-in-fy21-due-to-global-demand-savvy-pricing-121051200157_1.html#:~:text=Web%20Exclusive-,Non%2Dbasmati%20rice%20exports%20surge%20in%20FY21,to%20global%20demand%2C%20savvy%20pricing&text=Data%20sourced%20from%20the%20department,the%20same%20period%20last%20year
https://my.asiatatler.com/dining/rice-inc-aims-to-improve-sustainability-in-rice-farming-through-the-rice-revolution
https://vov.vn/en/economy/philippines-becomes-largest-export-market-for-vietnamese-rice-857149.vov
https://www.manilatimes.net/2021/05/12/business/business-top/rice-import-revenues-hit-p5-67b/872380/
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កូសរ េខាងត្ូង(SouthKorea)

វទិយាស្ានសសាវសជាវក្ិក្្មបង្ហា ញពីយនតនហាះសដរូនសាបសពរួ្សរាបពូ់ជ 
Agricultural research institute demonstrates rice seed-sowing drone
Aju Business Daily: 12 May 2021 

SEOUL -- An agricultural research institute has demonstrated a rice seed-sowing drone to pro-
mote the use of unmanned machines to reduce carbon emissions, work time, and labor costs. 
The battery-powered drone can sow seeds over a rice paddy that is 991 square meters wide in 
just 10 minutes while a rice planting machine would take about 80 minutes. 

Normally, farmers sow rice seeds onto standardized plates so that they can be transferred to 
paddy fields by hand or using rice planting machines. The agonizing process of rice planting is 
considered one of the biggest seasonal events in rural communities. (Read more)

សកនយេ (Kenya)

អនាកពាកវ់ ិ្ ័យស្រូវអង្ករត្វងរកវ ិ្ ីសាស្តបនង្កើត្្មីនដើ្្បីនង្កើន្លិតក្្មកនាពុងស្រុក 
Rice sector players seek innovative ways of boosting domestic production

KBC: 13 May 2021 
Players from sub-Saharan Africa and Asia rice sector are set to explore key areas surrounding 
the rice value chain in East Africa in an upcoming conference in a bid to increase domestic 
rice production to fulfill the increasing demand. Africa has become a major consumer of rice 
with an estimated annual import cost of over 5 billion USD.

Between 2010 and 2035, the continent will need an additional 30 million tons to meet this 
demand. According to Kilimo Trust, “over 1.5 million farming households in the East African 
Community depend on rice for food and income security with an average  (Read more)

ទំព័រទើ៥(Page5)

ហវីលីពីននឹងនាចូំលអង្ករនសចើនជាង្ពុននៅឆ្នា នំសកាយ 
Philippines to import more rice next year

Phil Star: 14 May 2021 
MANILA, Philippines — The Philippines is projected to import more rice next year to meet 
the rising demand for the commodity, according to the United States Department of Agricul-
ture (USDA).

In its latest monthly global grain report, the USDA said the Philippines is expected to import a 
total of 2.1 million metric tons (MT) of rice in 2022.

This is higher than this year’s import forecast of two million MT. (Read more)

ហ្ើលើពើន(Philippines)

https://www.ajudaily.com/view/20210512171618269
https://www.kbc.co.ke/rice-sector-players-seek-innovative-ways-of-boosting-domestic-production/
http://philstar.com/business/2021/05/14/2098027/philippines-import-more-rice-next-year
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Click here for English article: 
CRF donates 5 tons of rice to Kampong Thom 
Provincial Administration to distribute to the poor 
people affected by COVID-19

ងប្អូនសបជាពលរដ្ឋជាពិសសសគឺបងប្អូនសបជាពលរដ្ឋសដលសតរូវតសមរូវ
សអាយសធ្ើចកា្ត ឡើស័កតាមមណឌា លមួយចំនួនសហព័ន្ធសសរូវអង្ករ
កម្ពុជាបានអំពាវនាវដល់សមាជិកសមាជិកាសហើយក៏ទទួលបាន
នូវជំនួយជាអង្ករមួយចំនួនសសមាប់ចូលរមួជាមួយរដ្ឋបាលសែត្តមួយ
ចំនួនរមួទាងំសែត្តកំពង់ធំផងសដរ។

អង្ករជំនួយសនះគឺសកើតសចញពើទឹកចិត្តសប ព្ុរសធម៌និងការគាសំទ
របស់បងប្អូនធពុរកិច្ចជននិងភាគើពាក់ព័ន្ធសៅកនាពុងវសិ័យសសរូវអង្ករ
ចំនួន៦៥ស្ថា ប័នរមួមានសករុមហ៊ពុននាសំចញអង្ករសោងមាេ សពុើនកិន
សសរូវសហគមន៍កសិកម្មធនាគារសករុមហ៊ពុនសវចែ្ចប់សករុមហ៊ពុនសតរួត
ពិនិត្យគពុណភាពនិងសករុមហ៊ពុនភស្តពុភារដឹកជញូ្នជាសដើមសសមាប់
សបគល់ជូនោជរោ្ឋ ភិបាលសដលសតងសតជួយទំនពុកបសមរុងដល់វសិ័យ
សសរូវអង្កកម្ពុជាសហើយសោយបានយល់ចបាស់នូវភាពសបាកដសបជា
និងគត់មត់មនសគាលនសយបាយគាពំារនិងជួយដល់សបជាជនសដល
ែ្ះខាតរបស់សបមពុែោជរោ្ឋ ភិបាល។
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បពរឹតតាិការណ៍/សកម្មភាព
Event/ Activity

នាម្ងៃអង្គា រ៨សោចសែពិស្ែឆ្នា ឆំលៃូវសតើស័កព.ស.២៥៦៥សតរូវនឹង
ម្ងៃទើ០៤សែឧសភាឆ្នា ២ំ០២១សៅឯស្ោសែត្តកំពង់ធំតំណាង
សហព័ន្ធសសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជាសដលរមួមានបពុគគាលិកមកពើសករុមហ៊ពុនសោង
មាេ សពុើនកំពង់ធំ១៦៦៨និងបពុគគាលិកសករុមហ៊ពុនសអមរពុោេយស៍សែត្ត
កំពង់ធំបាននាយំកនូវអំសណាយជាអង្ករ៥សតានសស្មើនឹង៥០០០
គើឡូសកាមសដលជាការចូលរមួបរចិ្្ច គរបស់សមាជិកសមាជិកា
សហព័ន្ធសសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជាសបគល់ជូនដល់រដ្ឋបាលសែត្តកំពង់ធំសដើម្ើ
សចកជូនសបជាជនសកើសកសដលរងការបេះពាល់សោយជំងឺកូវ ើដ១៩។

សោយសមើលស�ើញនូវកិច្ចែិតែំសបឹងសសបងរបស់រដ្ឋបាលសែត្តកនាពុងការ
ទប់ស្្ក ត់នូវការរ ើកោលោលមនជំងឺកូវ ើដ-១៩ជាពិសសសការស្យ
ភាយមនសពឹត្តិការណ៍សហគមន៍២០កពុម្ភៈនិងការែ្ះខាតរបស់ប

សហព័ន្ធបសរូវអង្ករកម្នុជា ប្រគលអ់ំទោយអង្ករ៥ទោន ជូនដលរ់ដ្ឋប្លទេតតាកំពង់ធំ 
ទដើម្ចីែកជូនប្រជាជនចដលរងការ្រ៉ះពាលទ់ោយកវូីដ១៩

CRF donates 5 tons of rice to Kampong Thom Provincial Administration to distribute 
to the poor people affected by COVID-19

http://www.crf.org.kh/?page=api_location_detail&id=1401&lg=en
http://www.crf.org.kh/?page=api_location_detail&id=1401&lg=en
http://www.crf.org.kh/?page=api_location_detail&id=1401&lg=en
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សហព័ន្ធបសរូវអង្ករកម្នុជា ប្រគលអ់ំទោយ អង្ករ៥ទោន ជូនដលរ់ដ្ឋប្លបសរុកថ្មទោល 
ទដើម្ចីែកជូនប្រជាជនចដលេ្ះខាត ទោយវិ្រតតាិកវូីដ១៩

CRF donates 5 tons of rice to Kampong Cham Provincial Administration to 
distribute to the poor people affected by COVID-19

នាម្ងៃពពុធ៩សោចសែពិស្ែឆ្នា ឆំលៃូវសតើស័កព.ស.២៥៦៥សតរូវនឹង
ម្ងៃទើ០៥សែឧសភាឆ្នា ២ំ០២១សៅឯស្ោសសរុក្្មសគាល
ឧកញ៉ ភួ វាសនាអនពុសបធានសហព័ន្ធសសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជាបាន
នាំយកនូវអំសណាយជាអង្ករ៥សតានសស្មើនឹង៥០០០គើឡូសកាមសដល
ជាការចូលរមួបរចិ្្ច គរបស់សមាជិកសមាជិកាសហព័ន្ធសសរូវអង្ករ
កម្ពុជាសបគល់ជូនដល់រដ្ឋបាលសសរុក្្មសគាលសែត្តបាត់ដំបងសដើម្ើ
សចកជូនសបជាជនសកើសកសដលរងការបេះពាល់សោយជំងឺកូវ ើដ១៩។

សោយសមើលស�ើញនូវកិច្ចែិតែំសបឹងសសបងរបស់រដ្ឋបាលសសរុក្្ម
សគាលសែត្តបាត់ដំបងកនាពុងការទប់ស្្ក ត់នូវការរ ើកោលោលមនជំងឺ
កូវ ើដ-១៩ជាពិសសសការស្យភាយមនសពឹត្តិការណ៍សហគមន៍
២០កពុម្ភៈនិងការែ្ះខាតរបស់បងប្អូនសបជាពលរដ្ឋជាពិសសស
គឺបងប្អូនសបជាពលរដ្ឋសដលសតរូវតសមរូវសអាយសធ្ើចកា្ត ឡើស័កតាម
មណឌា លមួយចំនួនសហព័ន្ធសសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជាបានអំពាវនាវដល់
សមាជិកសមាជិកាសហើយក៏ទទួលបាននូវជំនួយជាអង្ករមួយចំនួន
សសមាប់ចូលរមួជាមួយរដ្ឋបាលសែត្តមួយចំនួនសដលកនលៃងមក
សហព័ន្ធសសរូវអង្ករបានសបគល់អំសណាយអង្ករ១០០សតានតាមរយភៈ
គណភៈកម្មការជាតិសគប់សគងនិងអនពុវត្តវធិានការបិទែ្ទប់ជូនដល់
រដ្ឋបាលោជធានើភនាំសពញ,អង្ករ៥សតានជូនដល់រដ្ឋបាលសែត្តកំពង់
ច្ម,៥សតានជូនដល់រដ្ឋបាលសែត្តកំពង់ធំនិងរមួទាងំ៥សតាន
ជូនដល់រដ្ឋបាលសសរុក្្មសគាលនាម្ងៃសនះផងសដរ។

អង្ករជំនួយសនះគឺសកើតសចញពើទឹកចិត្តសប ព្ុរសធម៌និងការគាសំទ

របស់បងប្អូនធពុរកិច្ចជននិងភាគើពាក់ព័ន្ធសៅកនាពុងវសិ័យសសរូវអង្ករ
ចំនួន៦៥ស្ថា ប័នរមួមានសករុមហ៊ពុននាសំចញអង្ករសោងមាេ សពុើនកិន
សសរូវសហគមន៍កសិកម្មធនាគារសករុមហ៊ពុនសវចែ្ចប់សករុមហ៊ពុនសតរួត
ពិនិត្យគពុណភាពនិងសករុមហ៊ពុនភស្តពុភារដឹកជញូ្នជាសដើមសសមាប់
សបគល់ជូនោជរោ្ឋ ភិបាលសដលសតងសតជួយទំនពុកបសមរុងដល់វសិ័យ
សសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជាសហើយសោយបានយល់ចបាស់នូវភាពសបាកដសបជា
និងគត់មត់មនសគាលនសយបាយគាពំារនិងជួយដល់សបជាជនសដល
ែ្ះខាតរបស់សបមពុែោជរោ្ឋ ភិបាល។
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Click here for English article: 
CRF donates 5 tons of rice to Thmor Korl District to 
distribute to the poor people affected by COVID-19

http://www.crf.org.kh/?page=api_location_detail&id=1402&lg=en
http://www.crf.org.kh/?page=api_location_detail&id=1402&lg=en
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សហព័ន្ធបសរូវអង្ករកម្នុជា (Cambodia Rice Federation)
សបធានសករុមសបឹកសាភិបាល(Chairman)
សោកឧកញេ ហ៊ពុនឡាក់(OknhaHunLak)
សបធានសហព័ន្ធ(President)
សោកឧកញេ សពុងស្រ េន(OkhnaSongSaran)
អគគាសលខាធិការ(SecretaryGeneral)
សោកលន់សយេង(Mr.LunYeng)
សរៀបសរៀងសោយ(Preparedby)
កញ្ញា សនឆវ ើវតើ-មនន្តើសសមបសសមរួលទំនាក់ទំនង
(Ms.SornChhorvyvatey-CommunicationCoordinator)

តមមលៃបសរូវ និងតមមលៃអង្ករនាទំែញ 
(Paddy price  & FOB Price)

+855 23 559 8999

info@crf.org.kh

www.crf.org.kh

www.facebook.com/cambodiaricefederation

twitter.com/RiceCrf

សហព័ន្ធសសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា Cambodia Rice Federation
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http://www.crf.org.kh
http://www.facebook.com/cambodiaricefederation
http://twitter.com/RiceCrf
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGhgoAWuX7qQAYZTZGuUxTA

